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THE CLEVELAND LAW SCHOOL

Prior to the year 1897 those who desired to study law but
were unable, for one reason or another, to attend the schools
maintained by the various colleges and universit~es, had no place
to obtain an education in the law other than 111 the offices of
practicing attorneys. Though that system had_ in th~ p~st
developed many great lawyers, it _was by that time los111g: its
effectiveness as a system of education for the rea~on that, 111 a
city like Cleveland, the lawyers no lor~ger h~d the time to devote
to the education of the younger men 111 their offices.
Certain lawyers then practicing in the city of Cleveland,
among them Willis Vickery, Fredrick. Howe, Judge Charles
Bentley, Clifford Neff and others, re~hzed that such was the
case and believed that some opportunity should be afforded to
the ambitious young man or woman to study law under the
direction of trained instructors.
These men then to meet the situation thus presented,
formed the Baldwin University Law School which later, in the
year 1899, was incorporated under the name of The Cleveland
Law School.
The School adopted the plan of giving instruction in the
evenings in order that the young men and women who were
forced to earn their own way through school would be able to
devote their clays to their work and sti_ll be able to at~encl t~e
School sessions. It was the first evenmg law school 111 Oh10
and soon became the largest evening law school in Ohio, and onP.
of the best known and largest in the United States.
At its inception the School adopted the policy of a~mittii:g
young women as students of law, being the first school 111 Ohio
to do so.
From the date of its foundation, Judge Willis Vickery
acted as manager, and in later years as Dean of the Law School,
to the day of his death. J uclge Vickery was succe~cle~ by his
son Melville Willis Vickery, who served as Dean until his death,
November 14, 1937.
It has always been the policy of The Cleveland Law School
to have practicing lawyers as instructors thus giving to the
student the benefit of their experience in the practice of law and
making the instruction practical as well as theoretical. Th~se
instructors are equal to any in the country, many of them be111g
of state-wide, and some of them nation-wide prominence.

During the years The Cleveland Law School has made
possible the opportunity to acquire a sound Legal Education
after working hours, many of its students have attained out
standing success not only in the practice of the law, but also in
the business and civic life of Cleveland.
Our graduates will be found on the Bench and among the
leaders of the Bar. At the present time 12 out of 16 Judges of
the Municipal Court of Cleveland, 8 out of 15 Judges of the
Court of Common Pleas of Cuyahoga County, 1 Judge of the
Court of Appeals, Eighth District, 1 J uclge of the Supreme
Court of Ohio, the Prosecutor of Cuyahoga County and a
number of his assistants are graduates of The Cleveland Law
School. The only woman Judge of the United States Customs
Court, Miss Genevieve Cline, is a graduate of this School.
On July 12, 1934, The Cleveland Law School joined with
other Law Schools of the State in founding The League of Ohio
Law Schools with the avowed purpose of raising the standards
and improving the facilities for legal education in the State of
Ohio and is a charter member of that association.
It has been one of the prominent factors amongst the edu
cational institutions of Cleveland for over one-third of a Cen
tury and has always insisted upon high standard s for its students
and members of its faculty, among whom are some of the lead
ing lawyers and Judges of the City of Oeveland.
Advantages

The Cleveland Law School is located in the heart of the
city, mid-way between the Federal Court House and the new
County Court House, and easily accessible by street car or bus
from any portion of Cuyahoga or adjoining counties. Our
faculty is composed of men all of whom are experienced law
yers, who have been for years active at the trial table or on
the bench.
The lectures are given by men particularly fitted for their
respective subjects. and the lessons assigned are such that the
ambitious stud ent can spend all the time at his disposal in
preparation.
We do not profess to make lawyers, but rather assist young
men and women to make lawyers of them selves.
Library Facilities

The Cleveland Law School is not in competition with the
clay Law Schools. We afford to those who, because they are
employed during the clay and therefor can not attend a day law
school, the opportunity to acquire a sound knowledge of the law.

In September, 1924, a new reading and study room was
created and approximately one thou sand new volumes added to
the school library, and in 1937 the space devoted to the library
was again increased and many volumes were added. Here the
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· student has access to the Ohio State Reports, (of which there
are three sets). Ohio Court of Appeals, Ohio Circuit Court
Reports, Ohio Nisi Prius Reports, Ohio Decisions, Ohio ~e
cisions Reprint The Ohio Law Reporter, Weekly Law Bulletm,
' United States Reports, Lawyers ' Reports An
Federal Reports,
notated, The American Digest System, American Law Report_s,
Corpus Juris, and Cyc (two sets), the general Statutes of Oh10
and the digests of same, and numerous text and case books, to
supplement the general course of study.
A nominal library fee of $2.50 annually per student is
charged and the library is at the disposal of the students from
9 a. m. to 9 p. m. daily except Saturday after 5 p. m. and
Sunday.
The Cuyahoga County Law Library, one of the ~nest in
the country, is located in the County Court House, JUSt one
block north of the School, while the Public Library is just one
block east. The former offers special rates for membership to
students, while the latter is free.
Admission to the School

The requirements for graduation from the Law Scho?l ~re
the same as those prescribed by the state statutes for adm1ss10n
to the bar.
Applicants for admission to the Law School, must have
attended a recognized college for a period of two years.
Persons otherwise qualified who present credits from
reputable law schools having requirements similar to those of
this Law School will be admitted to the advanced standing to
which such credits may entitle them, provided such credits do
not cover a period of study exceeding three years. Admission
to the Bar of Ohio, requires one year's study in the State of
Ohio, and graduation from The Cleveland Law School requires
at least one year's study in the classes of The Cleveland Law
School. Credit will not be given for legal study pursued under
the direction of a correspondence school.
Special Students

Persons, not candidates for a degree, may pursue one or
more courses as special students, provided they are qualified to
take such courses to advantage. They will receive a certificate
for all work done and may enter at any time as candidates for a
degree, provided they are substantially qualified under the above
requirements for admission as regular students at the time of
first entering the school.
12

Matriculation

Students are urged to enter at the beginning of the
school year.
Register Early

The first semester begins September 14, 1938. The office,
which is located in the Engineers' Building, is open for registra
tion every day, from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., except on Saturday,
when it closes at 1 p. m.
Hours of Lectures
6 to 9 p. m.

First Year, Monday and Wednesday.
Second Year, Tuesday and Thursday.
Third Year, Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Fourth Year, Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
This arrangement enables the school to profit by the services
of lecturers engaged in practice or in public service, while it
gives to students the entire day for study, visiting the libraries,
or attending the sessions of the Courts.
The course covers a period of four years, at the end of
which time students who have maintained the required standard
of scholarship and character are entitled to a certificate admitting
them to the state bar examination, and the course of study is
such that the diligent student of proper preliminary education
ought to have no great difficulty in being admitted to the bar.
A degree of LL. B. is conferred upon those qualified
students who have completed the four years' work.
Attendance

Students are required to be regular in their attendance at
the lectures. Irregular attendance results not only in a loss of
interest in the study of the law, but in a lowered standard of
scholarship. If, therefore, in the judgment of the Faculty, a
student, because of his irregular attendance, does not maintain
the required standing, his registration and enrollment in the class
will be cancelled. A certificate of regular attendance will be
refused unless the requirements of the school are fully met. The
student who is present at ninety per cent or more of the lectures
throughout the scholastic year will be deemed regular in his
attendance.
Examinations

Class examinations are held at the close of each subject.
These examinations are intended to test the thoroughness of
the student's work.
13

An average of 75 per cent in his grades must be attained
to entitle a student to a oertificate of attendance.
No special examinations are granted, save in cases of sick
ness on the day of examination, or for other imperative cause
approved by the Dean of the School. In no case will such
examination be granted unless prompt application be made
therefor. A charge of $1.00 will be made fo r each special
examination.

2

Text Book:
3

Method of Instruction

The case system of teaching law seems best adapted to the
needs of the law school whose students in the main have no
occupation other than that of attending school.
A large majority of our students are employed d uring the day
in various occupations and therefor our i11s.tructors . follow the
textbook system, combining with their lectures the citing and
assignement of leading cases to be read by the stud ent and by
them prepared for class room discussion.

4

Text Book : Mechem on Agency.
] udge Lewis Drucker

5

Domestic Relations -- ---------- - ------- -- - ----Twenty-four hours
Husband and wife, parent and child, gua rdian and ward, in
fancy, insanity, the illegitimate child, marriage and divorce.
T ext Book:
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Legal Resea rch __ _______ __________ ________________ _____ Six hours
Mr. Arthur ] . McCormick ·

7

Sales ------- ----------- - ----- -- - ------ -- -- -- -- -----Thirty hours
The law relating to bargain and sale of personal property. in
cluding discu ssion of obligations of seller and buyer under the
common law, statutory provisions and the niform Sales Act;
the assignment of rights arising under contracts of sale· condi
tions and warranties, and the remedies of vendor and ve~dee fo r
breach of contract.
Text Book : Vold on Sales.
Dean Lee E. Skeel

First Year

. fr. William F. Marsteller

Peck on Domestic Relations.
Judge Samuel H . Silbert

Second Year
6

COURSES FOR DEGREE OF LL.B.
Contracts - -- ------ --------- -- ·---------- __ _____ E ighty-four hours
Offer and acceptance ; consideration ; contracts under seal · con
ditions precedent and subsequent; discharge; third party 'bene
ficiaries; assignments; illegal contracts; the statute of frauds.
Text Book: Oark on Contracts 4th Ed. and Throckmortcin's
Cases on Contracts 2nd Ed.

Clark and Marshall on Crimes.
Dean Lee E . Skeel

Agency -------------------------------- ------------Thirty hours
Competency to act as principal or agent; creation of relation ·
execution and delegation of authority ; liability of principal t~
thir? per sons; ratification; liability of agents to third persons;
undiscl osed principal; duties and liabilities between principal
and agent; termination of the agency relati on.

CALENDAR-1938-39
September 14, 6 p. m. ___ _____________ First Semester Begins
November 23 _______ __________ ______ Thanksgiving Day Recess
Decem ber 23-January 3------- -------Christmas Recess
December 27-31 ________ _____ _______ Registration for Second Semester
February 1 ----- -------------- --··---Second Semester Begins
F ebrua.ry 22_ --- ------ ------ ----- --- W ashington's·rBi rthday
May 30 ----------------------------Memorial Day
May 15-l9 __________________________ Final Examinations
] une 8---- -------------- ----- ------Commencement Exercises

Cooley on Torts.
Mr. A. A. Stephens

Criminal Law_____ ___ ___________________ ____ ____ Forty-two hours
A consideration of the general principles underlying crimes and
criminal punishment, with a study of the more important crimes.
A study of the administration of the criminal law with a cri tical
analysis of its defects.
Text Book:

Courses of Instruction

The courses of instruction offered are carefully graded
between the four years. A regular student may take any course
offered in the year to which he belongs, or any course not
already taken in the preceding year ; but he may not take, with
out special permis ion, a course assigned to a succeed ing year.
The hours of class room instruction on the several subj ects
as hereinafter outlined are based on a sixty minute hour.

T orts ---- - ----------------------- --- -- --- ----- -Forty-five hours
The law of obligations arising from pri vate wrongs; the law
of negligence, personal injuries, libel and slander. ·

8

Pr<?perty I __ ___ ________ ____________________ ___ Fifty-seven hours
This cour se covers a thorough study of the fundamenta l prin
ciples of real property law, with special reference to tenures
estates, dowe r and curtesy, landlord and tenant ; easements
remainders and executory devises, descent, deeds adver s~
possession and eminent domain.
'

Text Book:

Burdick on Real Property.
M r. Thomas E . Hann
15
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Wills and Administration _______________________ Thirty nine hours
Natu re of a will; capacity to make a will, including insanity,
delusions, fraud, undue influence, and mistake; types of wills;
execution of wills and competency of witnesses; revocation of
wills by subsequent instrument, by physical act and implied
from circumstances; dependent relative revocation; descent of
property; necessity, effect and jurisdiction of probate, title and
powers of executors and administrators, including payment of
debts legacies and distributive shares.
Text Book: Gardner on Wills.
Mr. Wallace J. Baker
Partnership _______________________________________ Thirty hours
Power to impose contract and tort liability before and after
dissolution; nature of firm property; cooperative non-partner
ship associations; marshaling of assets in equity, priorities be
tween firm and individual creditors; extra-judicial settlements
of firm obligations; conduct and control of firm business,
rights, and duties l>etween partners.
Text Book: Gilmore on Partnership.
Mr. Wilson G. Stapleton
Suretyship --------------------- - ------------------Thirty hours
Statute of Frauds as applying to contracts of suretyship, guar
anty and indemnity ; commercial guaranties ; defences of altera
tion, payment, fraud, release, failure to sue principal. Statute
of Limitations and exoneration; special types of contracts,
private, public, and judicial bonds, rights and remedies of
promiser after payment, including subrogation, contribution,
and indemnity.
Text Book : Stearns on Suretyship.
Mr. Carl R. Adrion
Personal Property_____________________________ Thirty-three:_ hours
Distinctions between real and personal property; acquisition of
title to Personal Property, accession, confusion, finding, gifts,
bailments, lien, pledge and chattel mortgages.
Text Book: To be selected.
Mr. Thomas A. Burke, Jr.
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Pleading _______________________________________ Forty-five hours
Union of law and equity, equitable defenses; code cause of
action, theory of case, severance, joinder, ,amendment, recent
changes; parties, real party in interest, joinder, recent charges;
statement of facts, petition, answer ; demurrers.
Text Book: Phillips on Pleading.
Mr. I. R. Morris

16

Evidence -------------------------------------Forty-eight hours
A general and careful survey of the rules of evidence covering
the functions of court and jury, burden of proof, admissibility,
admissions and confessions, use of documents, presumptions,
capacity to testify, expert testimony, best evidence, circum
stantial evidence, hearsay, application of rules to both civil and
criminaf trials, cross-examination, impeachment of the evidence.
Text Book: McKelvey on Evidence.
Mr. Ellis R. Diehm

17

Equity _________________________________________ Forty-two hours
Equitable and legal rights distinguished; equitable jurisdiction
and remedies; specific performance of contracts and prevention
of wrongs and the reformation and recission of contracts; equit
able maxims and rules.
Text Book: Eaton on Equity.
Judge Joy Seth Hurd

18

Corporations ---------------- -------------------Forty-two hours
A consideration of the characteristics of private corporations,
their formation, powers, liabilities, and dissolution; directors;
stockholders, their rights and liabilities; rights of creditors
against the corporation, its officers, stockholders, assignees, etc.
Text Book: Clarke on Corporation.
Mr. I. R. Morris
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Constitutional Law_______________________________ Forty-two hours
Covering the history of the making of our Federal Constitution;
the distribution of Governmental powers; political and personal
rights; the construction of the Constitution, and a detailed con
sideration of the leading principles of constitutional law as
developed in the leading decisions.
Text Book: Black on Constitutional Law.
Mr. Morton S. Zaller

20

Property II ----------------------------------------Thirty hours
Estates upon condition; uses and trusts; future estates; per
petuities ; easements and profits; covenants running with the
land ; restrictive covenants and equitable easements ; mortgages ;
deeds and conveyances; transfer of title to personal property.
Historical development of the law introduces each topic.
Text Book: Burdick on Real Property.
Mr. Thomas E. Hann

21

Bankruptcy and Receivers _____________________ Twenty-four hou rs
Origin and history of bankruptcy law; jurisdiction of courts
of bankruptcy ; voluntary and involuntary bankrupt; who may

Third Year
13

Legal Research _______________________________________ Nine hours
Mr. Arthur J. McCormick

14

Bills and Notes------ ~ --------- - ----------------Thirty- six hou rs
Nature, origin, and history of the law gov.erning bills of
exchange, trade acceptances, promissory notes, bonds, bills of
lading, bank acceptances, and similar instruments; their formal
requisites; consideration, negotiation, interpretation, and dis
charge; the obligations of the parties thereto; the Uniform
Negotiable Instruments Law.
Text Book: Ogden on Negotiable Instruments.
Mr. A. A. Stephens
16

17

become bankrupts and who may file bankruptcy petitions; acts
of bankruptcy; receivers and trustees in bankruptcy; their
selection, powers and duties ; rights and duties of creditors of
bankrupt estates; offenses against the bankruptcy act and pro
vision for their punishment; procedure in administering bank
rupt estates ; compositions in bankruptcy; exemptions; dis
charge of bankrupt,-when granted or denied.
Mr. Charles I. Russo

28

Legal Ethics __________________________________ Twenty-four hours
The nature of a profession; pecuniary limitations, advertising
solicitation, fees; lawyers' oath; ethical duties of lawyers t~
society, to courts, to clients, to litigants; ethics of employment.
Mr. James B. Dolphin

29

Industrial Relations ______________________________ Eighteen hours
Organized labor, independent unions, company unions, col
lective bargaining, industrial disputes, boycott, wages, hours,
arbitration, conciliation, mediation, 1<.bor legislation, social
insurance, profit-sharing, welfare work and strikes and their
incidents.
Mr. Milton B. Schweid

30

Taxation ------------------------------------------Thirty hours
A study of the general principles of taxation; the constitutional
and legislative powers and limitations provided in the assess
ment, levying and collection of local, State and Federal taxes;
taxation, as distinguished from other governmental powers·
construing provisions of the tax laws; due process, confisca:
tion, double taxation, and equal protection of the laws in taxa
tion; and taxpayer's suits. Cases will be assigned for study.
To be assigned.
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Review Course --------------------------------Fifty-seven hours
A comprehensive and correlated study of Ohio Law and
Statutes under the direction of the Dean and the members of
the Faculty.

32

Final examinations m all subjects.
May 15, 16, 17, 18, 19.

Fourth Year
22
23

24

25

26

27

Legal Research __________ __________ __________________ Nine hours
Mr. Arthur J. McCormick
Trusts _________________________________________ Thirty-six hours
Their nature, creation, and elements; resulting and construc
tive trusts; rights and liabilities of parties.
Text Book: Bogert on Trusts.
Mr. Harry L. Deibel
Insurance ------------------------------------------Thirty hours
State control of insurance business; insurable interest; the
insurance contract; premiums; ascertainment and control of
risk; implied conditions and exceptions; representations and
warranties· waiver and estoppel; rights under life policies;
rights und~r fire policies ; subrogation; construction of insur
ance policies generally.
Text Book: Vance on Insurance.
Mr. A. A. Stephens
Conflict of Laws _________________________________Forty-two hours
A study of rules of private law pertaining to jural relations
which contain one or more foreign elements; more particularly
to matters of jurisdiction of courts and foreign judgments,
torts and workman's compensation acts, contracts, sales and
mortgages, business organizations, family law, and administra
tion of estates.
Text Book: Goodrich on The Conflict of Laws.
Mr. Carl A. Hope
Municipal Corporations ___ _____ _____________________ Thirty hours
Covering the subject of public corporations, municipal corpora
tions, municipal .charters and ordinances, regulation of public
utilities, police powers.
,
Character, origin and history; creation and control; corporate
agencies; officers; legislation; powers; contracts; property;
revenue indebtedness; liability.
Text Book : Elliott on Municipal Corporations, 3rd Ed.
Judge Stanley L. Orr
Moot Court and Briefing ____________________________ Thirty hours
Preparation of pleadings, arguments, and trials on hypothetical
states of fact, members of the class acting as parties, attorneys,
witnesses, jurors, and court officials.
Jurisdiction of courts. Procedure in the trial of a case from
the service of summons to the judgment of the trial court.
Mr. Howell Leuck
18

MASTERS DEGREE

For the purpose of encouraging further study of the law,
after graduation, the Board of Trustees of The Cleveland Law
Sch.ool have provided for conferring degree of Master of Law
on its own graduates and those of other Institutions who have
acquired degree of Bachelor of Law.
Requirements:
A year's resident study resulting m a satisfactory comple
tion of the following course.
A reading and examination on Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes' Common Law.
A reading and examination on Austin's Jurisprudence.
A reading and examination on Wheaton's International
Law.
A reading and examination on Federal Practice and Pro
cedure.
19

The writing of a thesis by each candidate for a Masters
Degree upon some legal subject, to be approved by the Board
of Trustees. Such thesis to be filed with The Cleveland Law
School.
Upon the satisfactory completion of the above course, the
above degree will be conferred.
The charge for such degree will be $125.00 and $10.00 for
a diploma. The fees to be paid semi-annually in advanoe.

HONORS AND PRIZES

1. Honor Degrees. Seven honor degrees are conferred
upon students having the highest grades in the final examina
tions for graduation.
In the class of 1938 these degrees were awarded to the
following students :

Summa Cum Laude
'
John
F . Murphy, B.S., LL.B .
Magna Cum Laude
Arien S. Wolf, LL.B.
Sylvia Mulberg, LL.B.
Cuni Laude
Haskell Titchell, LL.B.
Alan M. Loveman, LL.B.
Albert L. Thomas, A.B., LL.B.
Alan L. MacCracken, B.S ., LL.B.
Post Graduate
Doctor of Jurisprudence
Herman DeWitt Byrne, A.B., A.M., LL.B., J .D.

3. THE FACULTY PRIZE. A prize of Fifty Dollars,
the gift of the Faculty of the Law School, is awarded the
student of the graduating c!o,ss who has the best record in
scholarship for the entire course. This prize is an order upon
The Banks-~aldwin Law Publishing Company for books to the
amount of $50.00.
In June, 1938, this prize was awarded to
Haskell Titch ell, LL.B.
4. THE BANKS-BALDWIN LAW PUBLISHING
COMPANY PRIZE.
Gates Ohio Corporation Manual with Supplement awarded
by The Banks-Baldwin Law Publishing Company of Cleveland
and New York to the student of the graduating class having the
highest grade in final examinations.
In June, 1938, this prize was awarded to
John F. Murphy, B.S., LL.B.
5. THE W. HOWARD HAYNES PRIZE. DeWitt's
Mechanic's Liens: To the student in the graduating class
having the highest average grade in the final examinations.
In June, 1938, this prize was awarded to
John F. Murphy, B.S., LL.B.
6. THE BANKS-BALDWIN LAW PUBLISHING
COMPANY PRIZE. Deibel's Ohio Probate Manual, awarded
to the student of the graduating class having the second highest
grade in the final examinations.
In June, 1938, this prize was awarded to
Arien S. Wolf, LL.B.
7. DELTA THETA PHI, Ranney Senate, offers a prize
to the Sophomore having attaii1ed the highest scholastic standing
throughout the Freshman year. This award is made to the
student having the highest average at the completion of the
Freshman year when he returns for the Second Year term.
In September, 1937, this prize was awarded to
Clarence P. Bryan

2. THE CALLAGHAN PRIZ~. This prize is awarded
by Messrs. Callaghan & Co., of Chicago, to the student having
the highest average grade at the end of the second year, and con
sists of the Cyclopedia Law Dictionary. This prize was
awar ded in Ju ne, 1938, to
·
Ed w ard N. Salim
20
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FEES AND EXPENSES

.~

~.

'

Tuition fee per year, First and · Second ........ . .... . $125.00
Third Year . ......... .. ......................... 135.00
Fourth Year ............. . ............. · · · · · · · · · 135.00
2.50
Library Fee .. . ... . ... .. ......... ... · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Diploma Fee for Bachelor of Law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Special Examination Fee . . ... ..... ...... .. . .. . . .. . .

10.00
1.00

l'ltl

w

DELTA THETA PHI

A discount of ten per cent. off the tuition price will be
allowed to any student who pays his tuition in two cash pay
ments at the beginning of each semester.

DELTA THETA PHI is a national legal fraternity organ
ized to promote scholarship in the law, encourage good fellow
ship and foster a loyalty to the school.

Terms may be arranged with the Secretary, whereby
students may pay their tuition at the rate of $15.0<? per tn<?~th,
payable in advance on the 15th of each month, until the tmtton
for the semester is paid.
.

Its attention to scholarship has stimulated in the under
graduate a keener interest in his work, with an aim toward a
thorough understanding of legal principles and the ethical pre
cepts underlying the law. Scholarship keys are awarded ~o the
junior and senior members who attain honors among the highest
percentage of their class enrollment.

•

No payment will be refunded to students who are dismiss~d
or suspended or who leave the school for any reason except m
case of illness involving absence for more than half a semester,
and then not more than half the proportionate charges for such
period of absence will be refunded. Students who leave the
school for any reason must g.ive notice of sue~ _intention to the
Secretary; otherwise they will be charged tuition for the full
term.
No degrees are conferred upon students who have not paid
their dues to the School.
For more detailed information call at the office of the Dean,
1336 Engineers' Building, or address Cleveland Law School,
Cleveland, Ohio. Telephone: Main 2533 .
·
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DELTA THETA PHI offers a prize to the Sophomore
having attained the highest scholastic standing throughout his
or her Freshman year. This offer is extended to all those
of The Cleveland Law School Freshman Class returning for
the Second Year Term.
DELTA THETA PHI, with its active and alumni senates,
is established in every leading university and law school in the
United States, and numbers among its members those who have
achieved prominence in political, legal and judicial endeavors.
THE CLEVELAND LAW SCHOOL is represented by
Ranney Senate, the founder senate of DELTA THETA PHI.
The fraternity maintains a spacious suite of rooms in the
Temple Court Building, 3608 Euclid Avenue, and a complete
law library established t'nere for the use of its members.
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PHI DELTA DELTA LEGAL FRATERNITY ( International )

T he V ickery Club composed of women students and
graduates of Cleveland L aw School, in the spring of 1929 peti
tioned P hi Delta Delta, vVomen's International Law F raternity
for a charter. T he charter was granted and on October 5, 1929,
A lpha N u chapter was install ed .
u
T here were twenty-one charter members of Alpha
Chapter, and fo urteen members have been initiated into the
chapter since. H owever, some of these members have fo rmed
the Cleveland A lumnae Chapter of the fraternity, and there are
at present ten active members of Alpha Tu Chapter.
In add ition to A lpha u and Cleveland Alumnae Chapter,
there is also in Cleveland P i Chapter of the fra ternity at West
ern Reserve U ni versity School of L aw, installed in 1923, and
with a present active membership of more than twenty.
P hi Delta Delta has fi fty-six chapters with 1,600 member s,
and was organized to promote a high standard of scholarship
and professional ethics among women in law schools and in the
legal profession. Among some of its outstanding members are
Mrs. Mabel W alker Willebrandt, and the Honorable Ruth
Bryan Owen Rohde. Many P hi Delta Deltas are outstanding
members of the bench and bar throughout the country.
T he present officers of A lpha Nu Chapter at Cleveland
L aw School are : High P riestess, Ruth Dorsey; Priestess,
E dith Gallagher ; R egistrar, Myrtle Lucas; Chancell or, E velyn
DeWitt ; Chaplain, E lizabeth Dunlap.
PHI SIGMA LAMBDA (National Law Fraternity )
PHI SIGMA L AMB DA is a National Law F raternity
which is the outgro wth of an organization that had its inception
in T he Cleveland L aw School in 1920.
ational L aw Fra
P HI SI GMA L AMBDA became a
ternity in 1926 and now boasts of several chapters in the larger
cities throughout the country.
T he primary purpose of thi s organization is to promote an
intensive and thorough co-operation in the study of law between
students and g raduate brothers and to create a feeling of good
fellowshi p among its members.
During the current year the local chapter entered into a
program of extensive activities. the outg rowth being the crea
tion of a Graduate Chapter whose members a re prominent
lawyers of this city, whose purpose and fun ction is to assist the
active members attending The Cleveland L aw School as under
graduates.
A campaign fo r additional chapters is now in prog ress and
favorable reports from the schools contacted, are now in the
hands of the executive committee for action.
25
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS
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CLASS OF 1938
Abrams, Samuel L., A.B. _______ __ ______________ _________ CJevela nd,
Alitto, Olive R. _____ ________ _-------------- --- - _____ ___ _Cleveland,
Arnoff, A lex E., A.B. ____________ _______________ ( Jeveland Heights,
Balantzow, Daniel D. ___ ________________________________ Cleveland,
Baldwin, Wi lliam W., A.B. _____ _____________ ____________ Cleveland,
Beach, Charles G., A.B. ______ ______________ ___ _____________ Akron,
Bogan, Edward T. _________ _________ ________ _________ ___ Cleveland,
Bramson, Albert H·--- -- ------------------------------- - Cleveland,
Brown, Bernard R. ______________________________________ (Jeveland,
Buchanan, Enos .B., B.S., M.A., Ch.E. ____ _____ ____ __ ___ ____ Cleveland,
Caputo, Joseph J., A.B . _________________ _____ ____________ Cleveland,
Carmody, John J.----- - ---------------------------------Cleveland,
Cooper, W illiam S., A.B. ______________ ____ ______ ________ Cleveland,
Costello, Michael ). _____________________________________ Cleveland,
Craciun, Joseph J·--------------------------------------Cleveland,
IBalt-Of, 80'. ·
·- --- -- ------------- - -------- __ ____________ Akron,
~a-v-i
ai:d :V~ .S . , M.A. ______________________________ _Akron,
DeWitt, Leo W .. Ph.B. ___ _______ ___ ----- - -- --- ___ __ ___ Bay Village,
Dunn, Richard F. X. ______ _____ __________________ ____ __Lakewood,
Friedman, Henry S·--------- ---- ------ -- --------- - ------Cleveland,
l
, E.E. ____________________ __ ______________ Akron,
Goldthorpe, David _______________ ----- - --- __________________ Lorain,
Green, Donald C., B.s. ____________________ ___ ________ ___ Cleveland,
Greeter, Russe ll F. ______________________________________ Cleveland,
Guy, Charles T., A.B.------- -- ------------- - -------- -- - - Cleyeland,
Hankison, George E., M.E. ______________________________ Sandusky,
Helinski, Francis G. _______________ ____ ____________ ______ Cleveland,
~ag Alb~F-t ., . ·----- - ------------- -- -------- - -----Akron,
~, Glayt0n EL _____ _______ _________ __ ______ ______ ___ Akron,
Hladky, Frances M., Ph.G. ______________ ________________ ( Jevelancl,
Hout, Howard B., A.B .___________________ _____ ___________ CJeveland,
H udec, Raymond F., A.B·------------ ---- ------ ~ --------Clevela nd,
-~,

~
~l r41 ~' ~)l
.
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,,.,,•l.
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Kartorie, Helen B ·--- ____ --- ----- -- _______ ------ -- ______ Cleveland,
~ , ~na-kl ., . ·---- --- ---------------------------- -Akron,
Kiss, Albert H. __ - -- ______ ------ _________ ··- -- ---- -- - --_Lakewood,
K lein, Rabbi Hugo H. ___________ __ _________ _____________ ( leveland,
Koonse, Will iam C., A.B. ___ _____ ____ ___ __ ______________ Cleveland,
Kucera, John F., A.B·---------- -- --------------------- - -Cleveland,
Leissa, Arthur M., B.S·- - - - --- - ------ - --------- - ---- -- --Cleveland,
Loveman, A lan M. ___ ____ ---- - -------- - -- --- ----- ------Cleveland,
Lucas, Myrtle I., A.B. __ ___ ________ ________ __ ______ Parma Heights,
Lucas, Robert R., A.B·----------------------------------Cleveland,
-Mace1a-ck , ta
., B.s. ________ ________ ___________ ____ __ Akron,
M.cDonn@cll, Frank ·---- ----- _____________ ___ _____________ Akron,
Mc Gann, Edward F. ____ _____ --------- ______ ______ ___ ___ Cleveland,
McM0;1agle, R.icharcl E., A.B·---- - - - ------------ - ---.----Cleveland,
a 'Ai~ , acv1
., .A. ____ _____ ____ ______ ________ ___ ____ Akro n,
Minshall, William E.; Jr.____ ___________________________ _( levelancl,
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Mulberg, Sylvia __________________________ _____ ____ ____ _Cleveland,
Murad, B. Bil'--- - ----------- --------- -- ---- - - - -- -- ---- - Cleveland,
Murphy, John F., B.S.-----------------------------------Cleveland,
~aef }lihl R, h?Ji!l, ____________________ ______ ______________ Akron,

0.
0.
0.
0.

Oviatt, Richard B., A.B. ______________________ ___________ Cleveland,
Palmer, Harold E, ________________________ ______________ Cleveland,
Patterson, Charles ]., A.B. _________ ___ _______ __ _________ Cleveland,
,Jil aM•U88H; Rt1Y l\f'.': ____ _________ __ ____ ____ __ ____ ___________ Akron,
Presser, Mi !ton __ ____ ___________ ------ - -- -- _________ __ __ Cleveland,
Ratica, Sophie___ ________________ __-------- - - --- ________ Cleveland,
Rinehart, Naomi L., A.B.---- ·----------------------------Cleveland,
Rothman Sanford A., B.s . ______ _______________ _____ ____ Cleveland,
Ryan, D~nald W ,_______________ _________ ___ ____________ Cleveland,

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

Svoboda, Frank ]., A.B. ____________ ____ ___________ Shaker Heights,
Thomas, Albert L., A.B. ________________________________Lakewood,
Titchell, Haskell J.- ------------ ---- - ---- - - - -------------ClevelaQd,
Weiss, Aub B.- -- - ------- ---- ---- - -- -- - - - ---- - - - --------Cleveland,
Wolf, Arien S,___________________ _______ ____ ___________ _Cleveland,

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

1

CLASS OF 1939
Babyak, Alex R----------------------------------------Cleveland, 0.
Ball, Robert L, __ _____________ _____ _____ _____ ______ _____ Cleveland, 0.
Beach Wi lliam V _________________________________North Olmstead, 0.
Benja~in, Ronald M., B.S.---- _____________________ East Cleveland, 0.
Bernardic, Stephen P., Jr., A.B. _________________________ Cleveland, 0.
Black, James _______ --- - ------------- - - - - - - ------ --- _____ Cleveland, 0.
Brady, Joseph H.------------------------ - ------ -------- Cleveland, 0.
Braver, Leon E., A.B.-----------------------------------Cleveland, 0.
Buckeye, Albert B., Jr., A.B. _____________________ _______ Cleveland, 0.
Carlson, Fred C., A.B. _____ ______________ ___________ ____ Lakewood, 0.
DeBard, Victor ______________________ __ __ __ _____________ Cleveland, 0.
Dodge, James K., A.B. _______________ ___ __ _____ ___ ______ Cleveland, 0.
Dragga, Joseph, J r.------------------ - - ----- --- -- - ---- --Cleveland, 0.
Fedor, George E., A.B. ________ --------- - - - ------ ~----- -Lake':"ood, 0.
Fischer, Joseph L., A.B. __________________ _______ Cleveland Heights, 0.
Flynn, Matt C., B. S._________________ ________ _____ ______ Cleveland, 0.
Friedman, Nelson, A.B.- _______ ____ ____ __________________ Cleveland, 0.
Green, Regina L, _________________________ _____________ __Cleveland, 0.
Halter, Daniel F., A.B. _________________________________Lakl!wood, 0.
Haney, Joseph M.- .--------------- ··----- - ---------------Cleveland, 0.
Hart, Ralph A., A.B. ________ ______ __ ___ __ ______________ Lakewood, 0.
Headley, Dana R. , A.B. _________ ____ ___ __________ _____ __ Ashtabula, 0 .
Howe, Kenneth c.__________________ __________________ Bay Village, 0.
Hurd, Paul J·--- _________ --- ----------- --- ____________ Lakewood, 0.
Jaros, Lawrence, B.CE. _____ ___ _____ ________ _______ _Chagrin Falls, 0 .
Jaros, Stanley, B.CE:___________ ___ _____ ___ _______ __ Chagrin Falls, 0.
J ohnson, Roy L., A.B. ____________ ___ ____ ____ _______East Cleveland, 0.
Kenen, I. L., A.B. ________________________ ______ ___ Shaker Heights, 0.
McCaffrey, Char les H ,________ __ ___ ____________ ___ ______ Cleveland, 0.
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MacKellar, Edwin R. ______ ___ _________ _________________ Lakewood,
~og, . ~aymond P., B.s. _______________ __________________ Cleveland,.
ulv1h1ll, Norma T, _______ __________ ______ __ ___ _______ Lakewood,
Nelan, Allen F. ____________________________________ Cleveland Hts.,
Nicola, Sam B. ________________ __-------- --------- ______________ _
O'Brien, Francis J., Ph.B. _____________ __ ________________ Lakewood,
Perki ns, Francis £, ___________ _________________ ___ ______ Lakewood,
Petrill, Nicholas A. ______________________________________ Cleveland,
P oelking, Francis H., A.B. ______ _____ __ _____ ____ ________ Cleveland,
Polk, Franklin A., A.B. _________________________________ Cleveland,
Pulse, Frederick E., Jr., B.s. ____________________ Cleveland Heights,
Robb, J ohn W. ___ __________ __ _____ _____________ Cleveland Heights,
Roth, Lester L., A .B. _____________ ___ ___________________Lakewood
Rubinstein, Daisy ___________ __ ________ __________ C\eveland Heights:
Samerdyke, Fred J., B.S. _____________________________ Rocky River
Schreiber, Charles _______ ------------ ___________________ Cleveland'.
Seidler, Carlton G., A.B. ____________ ___ ___ _______ ___________ Berea,
Stansbury, J ohn C., B.s .______ _______ ____ _____ ____ __ East Cleveland
Stanton, Thomas P, _______ _________ _______________ ______ Cleveland'.

0.
0.
0.
0.

Thomas, Wi lliam H ., Jr., Ph.B. ___ ______ _________________Lakewood,
Volk, Fred G., B.s. ______________ ____ ________ __________ Painesville,
~ e ~ber, William B., A.B. ____________ ____ ___ ____________ Cleveland,
e1sberger, Eugene R. __________________________________ Cleveland,
Weiss, Barney J., A.B. __________________________ Cleveland Heights,
Wilson, John F. _____________________ __ ____________ _______ __E lyria,

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
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CLASS OF 1940
Acrey, William L, ______________ __ ___________ ___ _________ C\eveland, 0.
Benko ski, Stanley_ --- ------ --- --- --------- ___ ___ ___ _____ Cleveland
Babey, Clarence A., A.B. _________ ___ _________________ Rocky River'.
Brandow, Robert H.--------------------------------- __ CJevetand
Brown, Frank R., A.B.-------------------------------=--Cleveland'.
Bryan, Clarence P., A.B., M.A. _______________________ Rocky River
Burlage, Stanley R., B.S., M.A., Ph.D., M.D. ______________ Bedford'.

0.
0.
0.
0.
0

Cain~

0.
0.
0.
0.
O.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
O.
0.

Ed wa r ~ - --- ___ --- -- -------- ------- - ----- - -- _______ Cleveland,
. Cerrito, Orat10 A. ____________.___________________________ Cleveland,
Cicerchi, Anthony R. _______________ _________ ___________ Cleveland,
Colin, John A. _--- ----------------- --------- - - - -- _______ Cleveland,
Conway, Owen T. __________________________________________ Akron,
Cox, Irvin E .------------------- - -----------------------Cleveland,
Danis, Michael N., A.B.__________________ ____ ______ East Cleveland,
Ellowitz, Ozzy D. ____________ _____ __ __ __________________ Cleveland,
Fakult, John A, _________________________________________ Cleveland,
Fejer, Robert G.----- -- - ------------------ --------------Cleveland,
Fink, Joseph _________ ---- -- _________ ----- - -------- - --- __ Cleveland,
Garbutt, John B., A.B. _______________ ___________________ Lakewood,
Gillie, W illiam T., A.B ·--------- ---------- --- -------------Hudson,
Graff, Harry R. ________________________________ Cleveland Heights,
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Harris, Verne L., B.s ,__________________________________ _Cleveland,
Heller Seymour N, __________________________________ ___ Cleveland,
Horak' Anthony J., B.s.________________________________ Cleveland,
Horr, 'Bernard_____________________ -- _-------- - - - ----- - _Clev~land,
Hyde, Eber J ,__________________________________ Cleveland H eights,
Jerrow, Edward F., A.B ,____ ___ _________________________ Cleveland,
Kaiser, Robert L., A.B, _________________________________ Lakewood,
Kalal, Edward F, _______________________________________ Cleveland,
Kaplan, Joseph _______ . ________________ - __ ------------- __ Cleveland,
Klepcyk, Michael F. _______________________________ __ ____ Cleveland,
Knechtly, Roy S. _________________________________________ Bedford,
Levine, Alfred D,_______ ____ ________ ________________ ____ Cleveland,
Luhrs, John F., B.s .___ ___ ___ ____________________ Cleveland Heights,
Lyons, Henry B,_____________ _________________ __ _______ Lakewood,

0.
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0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

MacDougal, James K, ___________________________ Cleveland Heights,
McCoy, Calvin L., Jr, ___________________________________ Clevela~d,
McGee, Ralph G, __________ ___ _______ ______________ ________ Loram,
Malzone Margaret M, ___ _________________________________ Bedford,
Meyerso~. Irwin s. ______ ________________________ Cleveland He~ghts,
Mishkind, Leonard L, ___________________________ Cleveland Heights,
Pelger, William M, __________ ____________________________ Cleveland,
Powell, Lawrence J, __ ------------ _______________ __ __ __ __ Cleveland,
Ross, Stephen S,________________________________________ Clev~land,
Rubinstein, Milton______________________________ Cleveland Heights,
Salim, Edward N., B.s. _____ __ ___________________________ Cleveland,
Shanker, Julius L., A.B, _________________________________ Clev~la~d,
Shepherd, Edith M, _____________________________ Cleveland Heig ts,
Smith, Russell P, _______________________________________ Cleveland,
Stanton, Edward C, _____________________________________ Cleveland,
Talarico, Frank P, ______________________________________ Cleyeland,
Walsh, John F, _________________________________________ Cleveland,
Wentzlaff, William H·-------------~--------------------Lakewood,
Wichert, Anthony H., D.D.s. ____________________________ Cleveland,
Williams, John A., Ph.B·--------------------------------Cleveland,
Wilson, Walter H, ___ ----- -- ---------------------------Cleveland,
Winter, Ralph A, ___________________________________________ Leroy,
W off, George C,_ ---------------------------------------Cleveland,
Zona, John B,___________________________________________ Cleveland,

0.
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CLASS OF 1941
Aaronson, Jack Louis___ ________________________________ Cleyeland,
Allen, William A., A.B ,___ ____ __________________ Cleveland Heights,
Barragate, Phillip C, ____________________________________ Cleveland,
Bejcek Harold L., Ph.C, __________________________________ Parma,
Bever,'John H, _________________________________________ Lakewood,
Biskup, Harry F, ______ ________________________________ _Clev~land,
Borex, Alice A., B.s. _____________________________ Garfield .H.ei~hts,
Brauer, George C, ___________ ___ __________________ ____ Rocky River,
Buescher, Loyal V, _____ __ _________________________ ___ ___ Cleveland,
Carlin, Joseph J., B.s .___________ ___________________ East Cleveland,
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Chimo, Leo L., A.B, _____________________________________ Cleveland, 0 .
Conley, Bernard J ., Ph.B. ___________ _____ ______ __________ Cleveland, 0.
De Rocco, Dominic___________________ --- --------- _______ Cleveland,
Eitle, Walter G., B.s,___________________________________ Lakewood,
Fellenbaum, Sylvia ______________________________ Cleveland Heights,
Fischer, Richard K., B.s,__________ _____________________ Cleveland,
Frisby, John D., A.B, _________________ _____________________ Akron,
Geraci, Lucille C, __________________ _____________________ Cleveland,
Goldberg, Joel M, ____________________ ____ _______________ Cleveland,
Gray, Thomas J., A.B, _____________ _________________ East Cleveland,
Holihan, Ralph F, __________________ __ _____________ Shaker Heights,
Hribar, Paul J., Ph.B, ___________________________________ Cleveland,
Hritz, Paul J·-------------------------------------------Cleveland,
Hynes, Bart R, ________________________________________ Lakewood,
Kastelic, William A, ____________________________________ Cleveland,
Kielsmeier, Edward H. _________________________________ Painesville,
Kiss, Frank___________________________________ ___ ______ Lakewood,

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

Larsen, Carl R-----------------------------------------Cleveland, 0.
Laundy, Henry H., B.s. ______________ ___________________ Lakewood, 0.
McGinty, William . J ·-------·----------------- -- ----------Cleveland,
McHugh, Edward P., Ph.B, _____________________________ Cleveland,
Mancino, Frank_________________________________________ Cleveland,
Marquard, Francis J., Ph,B, _____________________________ Cleveland,
Marsteller, Clay _____________________ ------- - ______ --- _______ Akron,
Martin, Joseph H ., A.B, ___________ ______ ________________ Cleveland,
Mauk, Cecil P ,______________________ ____ ________________ Cleveland,
Moran, Thomas, Ph.B. _______________ ___________________ Cle_yeland,

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

N ad rah, Stanley_______________·------ -- - - --------------- Cleveland,
Nyerges, Otto W., B.s.______________ ____ _______________ CJeveland,
O'Meara, James E., Ph.B., M.A. ________________________ CJeveland,
Osenbaugh, ·Watson P, __________________________________ Cleveland,
Palmer, Edmund P, ________________________________ East Cleveland,
Peck, Edwin J ·--------------- --- -- - --------------------Cl~yeland,
Pryatel, August J., A.B, __________________ ______________ Cleveland,
Qualman, Thomas J, ___________________ __ _______________ Lakewood,
Schellinger, Eugene J. ________ __ _____ ______________ East Cleveland,
Scherer, William L., B.S,___________ ____ ______________ Rocky River,
Siffin, James F., Ph.B. __________________________________ Cleveland,
Smith, Ario M, ______________ ____ _____ _____________________Elyria,
Smith, William F., A.B ·--------------- - --------Cleveland Heights,
Spitz, Donald H., A.B·--------------------------Cleveland Heights,
Stanton, Robert_ ________________________________________ Cleveland,

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

Troescher, Loren W.--------------- --- - -- -------------Will-0-Bee,
Troescher, Olin ---------- -- ----·- - ----------------East Cleveland,
Trousil, Gerald J, ________________________ ____________ Rocky River,
Van Aken, Lawrence W., A.B. __________________________Lakewood,
Vinopal, Alvin C., A.B, _________________________________ Cleve.land,
Weinacht, Louis C, _________________ ___ ______________ South Euclid
Williams, Michael, A.B. ________________________________ Cleveland'.
Williams, Russell J., A.B.________________________________ Cleveland,
Winge, Arthur P ,_______________________________________ Cleveland,

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
O.
0.
0.

Zied, Harry____ ------ --- ----- _____ ---------- ------- ____ Cleveland, 0 .
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The Supreme Court of Ohio
RULE XIV.
ADMISSION TO THE BAR

B. On and after October 15, 1927, it shall show that the applicant
has successfully completed two years of study in an approved
college, to be evidenced by the signature of the proper official
thereof.

C.

SECTION 1. Except as provided in Section 1703, General Code, con
ce rning persons who have been admitted and practiced in the highest
court of another state, or in the Supreme Court of the United States, fo r
a period of five years, no person shall be admi.tted to the . bar except upo.n
an examination and certificate of the Standmg Committee on Exami
nations.
SECTION 2. There shall be appointed, to take effect on the first day
of January, 1901, ten discreet and judicious attorneys and_ c01.~nselors-at 
law to be known as the Standing Committee on Examrnations. Two
members of the committee shall be appointed for one year, two for two
years, two for three years, two fo r four years, and two for five years.
Their successors shall be appointed fo r a term of five years each.
SECTION 3. The Standing Committee . shall hold examinations of
applicants for admission to the Bar in the City of Columbus, Ohio, on the
first Wednesday, Thursday and Friday after the first Tuesday in January
and on the last Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of June. No other
examinations will be held. Examinations must be conducted under the
direction of the Committee.
Each examiner shall grade the papers of the applicants in the sub
jects in which he has submitted questions and forward his report to
the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, who shall cause the grades to
be tabulated.
SECTION 3a. No applicant shall be admitted unless he has sustai ned
on his written answers to the questions of the examiners an average g rade
of 75 percent on an examination embracing the fo llowing subjects:
The law of real and personal property, torts, contracts, evidence,
pleading, partnership, negotiable instruments, agency, suretyship, domestic
relations, wills, private co rporations, rmmicipal corporations, trnsts, con
flict of laws, equity, criminal law, constitutional law, and the canons of
professional ethics adopted by the Ohio State Bar Association, at its 30th
annual meeting, 1909. {This amendment, adopted March 15, 1934, shall
be effective as to the examination to be held in J1111e, 1935, and thereafter.}
SECTION 3b. None but citizens of the United States will be ad
mitted to the examination and every, applicant must be twenty-one years
of age. The printed interrogatories and the answers of applicants thereto
shall be submitted to the Court with the report of the examiners, and,
together with all certificates and pape rs required under this rule, shall be
filed with the Clerk and preserved.
SECTION 4. REQUIREMENTS AS TO GENERAL LEAR ING.
Each applicant for registration as a law student must present :1.
certificate of general learning with his certificate that he bas begun the
study of law. Such certificate of gene ral learning shall meet the follow 
ing requi rements :
A. If filed between the 15th day of October, 1926, and the 15th day
of October, 1927, it shall show that the applicant has successfully
completed one year of study in an approved college, to be evi
denced by the signature of the proper official thereof.
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It shall further show
( 1) That the requirements for admi ssion to the college issuing
the same are at least 15 units of high school credits and that
the applicant satisfied said rquirements.
(2) The period of the applicant's <1 ttendance.
(3) The number of college credits. which shall be not less than
30 semester hours, or 45 quarter hours, fo r each year of
study in an approved college.

D. Applicants who register or apply for examination under the pro
visions of sections 7 or 8 of this rule shall be required to file
certificates of general learning as provided in paragraphs "A,"
"B," and "C" hereof, at the time of such registration or appli
cation.
E.

All credentials presented under this rule must be submitted to the
Court and if the Cou rt is atisfied that the applicant has the
educational qualifications required he will be admitted to registra
tion. All credentials presented hall be filed with the Clerk.
F. The Clerk of this Court is authorized to accept certificates which
clearly meet the requirements of this section.
G. Diplomas should not be pre ented. Certificates which may be
retained permanently are desired. They should be upon the
official stationery of the college or university in which the appli
cant carried on the study required.
H. Questions as to whether a particular college is an approved
college within the meaning of this section, and questions as to
the value to be given to credits presented from a college not
approved, and questions relating to the sufficiency of the credits
presented by an applican t, shall be referred to an examiner
appoi nted by this Court, and hi s determination of such questions
shall be final and shall be reported to this Court for record.
(Effecti ve January 14, 1924.)
I. Members of the Ohio A ssociation of Colleges are "approved col
leges." A Junior College or school of full-time or pa rt-time
study, where instructions are given covering only the fi rst two
years of ordinary collegiate work, is an "approved college," if it
complies with the following requi rements :
(1) It must be a non-commercial enterpri se, conducted by an
institut1on of recognized re ponsibility and standing.
(2) It must offer inst ruction only in courses of study of col
legiate grade.
(3) It must compute the credit hou rs, whether semester or quar
ter hours, on a basis equivalent to the number of hours of
classroom instruction required by the standard of the Ohio
Association of Colleges, for each such hour of credit.
( 4) It must possess at lea t one full-time administrative officer.
(5) Its recognition a an "approved college" shall not be made
contingent upon any requirement of form endowment, nor

upon any prescribed number of full-time instructors, nor upon
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members thereof shall serve withont compensation. Upon the
original appointment one-third of said members shall be appointed
for one year, one-third for two years, and one-thi1-d for three
:)'ears and their successors thereafter appointed for a term of
three years each. Said Committee on Applicants for Admission
to the Bar shall be charged with the duty of passing upon the
character, reputation and moral qualifications of candidates for
registration in accordance with the mies from time to time pre
sc1-ibed by the Suprem e Co1wt. Said Committees in their exami
nation of the candidate shall employ the questionnaires herein
before prescribed and shall report to the Clerk of the Supreme
Court tile remit of their investigation and their recommenda
tio11s as to the acceptance or reject ion of such candidates as
registered law studen ts. (Adopted March 15, 1934.)

the circumstance that instruction be given, wholly or partly,
in the evening. (Adopted November 19, 1929.)
Certificates of general lea rning meeting the requirements of Sec
tion 4 as the same existed immediately prior to the adoption
of this amendment will be accepted for registration until
October 15, 1926.
K. Applicants who registered prior to June. 7, 1923, who. ha_ve not
yet filed certificates of general learmng, may qualify m that
respect by filing a certificate meeting the requirements of
Section 4, as the same existed immediately prior to the
adoption of this amendment.
SECTION 5. The Court will not receive applications for waiver of
the requirements mentioned in Section 4. (Effective January 14, 1926.)
SECTION 6. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS.
A. Every resident of the state who commences the study of law on
and after Jun e 1, 1934, either under the tuition of an attorney at
law or at a law school, whether located in this state or else
where, shall fil e with the Clerk of the Supreme Court his applica
tion for registration as a candidate for admission to the bar,
accompanied by the certificate of his preceptor or the chief officer
of such law school as the case may be, and by answe1-s in dupli
cate to a q11estion11~i1-e e:rernted by him under oath, such questio n
naire to be upon a 'form prescribed by the Co1wt, and also accom
panied by a fee of three dollars.
B. Upon the filing of su ch ap plication and qll.estio1111.aire one copy of
the qnestionnaire shall be referred b-::,i the Clerk to a committee
to be designated by th e local bar association or associations as
hereinafter provided, in the comity where snch candidate claims
permanent residence.
C.

Snch committee, so designated by the local bar association or
associations shall proceed to investigate the character, reputation
a11d moral qualifications of each candidate whose questionnaire is
submitted to it and shall obtain answers to questionnaires fi-om
three cit1:zens of the co1mty, not related to the applicant, at least
one of whom shall not be a member of the bar, and from two
members of the said local bar association com1nittee w ho have
personally investigated the candidate's qualifications, sll.ch ques
tiomiaires from the members and citizens lo be in the form pre
scribed by the Supreme Court of Ohio.

D. The Supreme Court shall determine from the 1-eport of the local
bar association com1nittee and from the q1test·ionnaires filed by
said committee and the candidate and from snch other informa
tion as may be available, whether the candidate shall be accepted
for registration, and shall notify the candidate whet her Ii-is appli
cation for registration has been accepted or rejected. As to such
persons as are accepted for registration the period req11ired for
the study of law by the rnles of this Co1wt shall dat e from the
filing of the application of such candidate.

E.

The president of each local bar association, or if there be in.ore
than one, then the presidents of such local bar associat·ions, sh.all
appoint a Committee on Applicants for Adn1.ission to the Bar,
w hich Committee shall consist of three or more members of each
county, as the Co11rt shall from time to time deterin.ine, and the
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F.

Before any ap1!lication for registration shall be filed such person
shall present to the Clerk of this Court satisfactory evidence of
general educational attainments as required by Section 4 of
this rule.
SECTION 7. Every person who shall commence the study of law
while a non-resident of this state, and who has not been regularly admitted
as an attorney-at-law in some court of record within the United States,
shall, at least one year before admission• to an examination, file with the
Clerk an affidavit showing that he has come into the state for th e pur
pose of making it his permanent residence, and stating his name, age,
present and former residence, and also the certificate of his preceptor, or
of the chief officer of his law school, showi ng the time when, and place
or places where, and under whom, he has studied law; which papers shall
be accompanied by a certificate of general learning as required by Section
4, a questionnaire as reqnircd by Section 6, of this rule, and by a fee
of three dollars.
The one year's residence in thi s state required of such persons by
Section 1701 , General Code, shall date from the filing of such papers.
(As amended March l.5, 1934.)
SECTION 8. Every person entitled to be admitted to the examination
under Section 1702, General Code, on the ground that he has been regu
larly admitted as an attorney and counselor at law in some court of
record within the United States, shall, not less than ninety d.ays before
the time fixed for the examination, file with the Clerk the following
credentials :
a. An affidavit showing that he is a citizen of the United States and
that he is a resident of this state or that he has come into the state for
the purpose of making it his permanent residence, and stating his name,
age and former and present residence.
b. His certificate of admission to the bar.
c. The certificate of a judge of the court of record in which he has
practiced law, showing the time such judge has personally known him,
the period of time he has practiced law and his moral and professional
standing at such bar.
d. Certificate of his preceptor or the law school which he attended,
showing the period of his study of law, which certification shall show
compliance with the standard of law stndy prescribed in Section IO of
this Rule.
e. Certificate of general learning as required by Section 4 of this
rule.
f. Answers in d11plicate to a questionnaire upon a form prescr ibed
by this Court.
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g. A fee of $r8.oo shall accompany the application. (As amended
March 15, 1934.)

SECTION 9. Repealed May 22, 1923.
SECTIO N 10. APPLICATION FOR EXAMINATION.
Every person who desires to have his name enrol.led _for examination,
except as provided in Section 8 hereof, must fil~ application not les_s t~an
ninety days before the time fixed fo r the exammat10n, which apphcat10n
shall contain :
A. The affidavit of the applicant, stating his name, age, re sidence and
post office address; that he is a citizen of the United States and
has re sided in the State of Ohio for the year last past, and that
he has read the Canons of Professional Ethics adopted by the
Ohio State Bar Association, July 7, 1909, and the additions
thereto, and has fai thfully endeavored to make him?elf acqua~nted
with the same and wi ll endeavor to confo rm his profess10nal
conduct thereto.
B. The certificate of the law school whi ch the applicant attended or
the affidavit of the preceptor under whom the applicant has
studied law, as provided in either P arag raphs C, D, or E, hereof.
C.

A certificate showing that the applicant has regularly and atten
tively studi ed law fo r the period of three school yeai:s, in a law
school where instruction is given during the clay time and 111
which the entire time of the student is devoted to the study of
legal subjects, whose standing is a'pproved by the Court.

D . A certificate showing that the applicant has regularly and
tively studied law for the period of four school years, in
school where the entire time of the student is not devoted
study of legal subjects, whose standing is approved by the

atten
a law
to the
Court.

E . An affidavit by a practicing attorney that the applicant has regu
larly and attentively studied law for the period _of foui: cal en~ar
years under the supervi sion of such attorney, dunng which period
said attorney gave to said applicant not less than two hundred
hours per year of actual legal instructi ons. In case of the death
of the applicant's preceptor, or if for any reason sati sf~cto ry to
the Court, the affidavit of such preceptor cannot be obtamed, the
affidavit of the applicant and that of some other attorney at law
who has personal knowledge of the length of time the applicant
.
has been engaged in the study of law, may b~ pr~sented.
On and after September 1, 1935, no ap plications for regutra
tion will be received from applicants studying law under tutorage
of attorneys.
F . The certificates and affidavits mentioned in Paragraphs C, D
and E shall further show that the applicant has completed a
course' of study in all the subjects enum erated in Section 3a of
thi s Rule that the applicant is a person of good moral character
and has s~fficient knowledge and ability to discharge the duties of
an Attorney and Counselor at law. The peri ods of law st.ucly
required by Paragraphs C, D and E, shall apply to a ll examma
tions held after J anuary 15, 1924.
G.

On and after !Hl31 r, 1939, the certificate p1·ov ided for in .[>ara
graphs C and D must be accompanied b}' either (a) a certiftcr:te
from a law school "approved" by the American Bar Assoc1atwn
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certifying that the applicant has received the LL.B. degree
granted 11nder present req11irements therefor or other degree of
similar significance, of l·i ke present requirements, from said
schoo l; or (b) a certificate from an Ohio law scho ol that meets
the requirements fo r membership in the L eague of Ohio Law
Schools, certifying that the applica11t has received the LL.B.
degree granted imder present r equirements therefor or such
similar certificate as the law school ordinarily awards to a stude;1t
who mccessfully completes the work in that school.
The provisions of Paragraph G shall not apply to any person
w ho has completed his registration as a candidate for admission
to the bar and began the study of law prior to September l, 1935.
and w ho shall apply for examination prior to September l, 1939·
An applicant from a law school outside Ohio not on the list
of law schools approved by the American Bar Association may
be admitt ed to the bar e.i-amination on cer tificate of the Secretary
of the League of Ohio Law Schools that such law school, from
which melt applicant applies, maintains standards equal to those
maintained by the League of Ohio Law Schools. The cost of
investigating such a school, where that is necessary, shall be
estimated by the Secretary of the Leagiie of Ohio Law Schools
a11d be paid in advance by the applicant. (As amended June
14, 1935.)
SECTION 11. No certificate, affidavit, or other paper produced in
conformity with this rule shall be deemed conclusive evidence of the facts
therein stated, and in all cases the court must be satisfied of the truth
thereof before the applicant shall be admitted to examination.
SECTION 12. Each application for examination shall be accompanied
by an examination fee, as follows: First examination, fifteen dollars;
second examination, twenty dollars; third examination, twenty-five dol
lars; and fo11rlh examin ation, twenty-five dollars. Such fee will be
returned to the app licant if his name is not placed on the examination roll.
If an applicant, upon examination, be rejected, he may be admitted to the
next examination upon filing a certificate from a law school or a practic
ing attorney, as required by Section 10 of this rule, that he has st11died
law for the per iod of time between receipt of notice of failure mitil the
date of the next examination. N o one shall be admitted to more than
fo11r examinations. (As amended March 15, 1934· Ejfective as to e.i-ami
11atio11 to be held J11ne, 1934, and thereafter.)
SECTION 13. After the expiration of the thirtieth day before the
examination the court will examine the papers filed by the applicant, and
cause him to be notified whether he will be admitted to the examination
unconditionally, or subject to the production of a supplemental certificate
of additional study, when that may be necessary, and if so admitted, will
cause his name to be placed on the examination roll which will be
delivered to the Standing Committee.

SECTION 14. The Standing Committee may, subject to the approval
of the court, make rules not inconsistent herewith, for the conduct of the
examinations, which, together with this rule, shall be published in
pamphlet form for distribution by the Standing Committee.
SECTION 15. The applicant upon receiving the oath of office, shall
sig n a roll showing the date of his admission and the place of his resi
dence. The oath administered shall be as follows:
I DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR:
I will support the Constituti on of the United States and the Constitu

tion of the State of Ohio;
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I will maintain the respect due to courts of justice and judicial
officers;

I will not counsel or maintain any suit or proceeding which shall
appear to me to be unjust, nor any defense except such as I believe to
be honestly debatable under the law of the land;
I will employ for the purpose of maintaining the causes confided to
me such means only as are consistent with truth and honor, and will
never seek to mislead the judge or jury by any artifice or false statement
of fact or law;
I will maintain the confidence and preserve inviolate the secrets of
my client, and will accept no compensation in connection with his business
except from him or with his knowledge and approval;
I will abstain from all offensive personality, and advance no fact
prejudicial to the hono r or reputation of a party or witness, unless required
by the justice of the cause with which I am charged;

I will never reject, from any consideration personal to myself, the
cause of the defenseless or oppressed, or delay any man's cause for lucre
or malice. SO HELP ME GOD.
SECTION 16. The Clerk shall enter the date of the filing of all papers
under this rule, with a pertinent description of the same, in a record
provided for that purpose, and shall enter all sums received under
this rule in a cash book, showing the date, from whom and for what
received, and shall pay the same out upon the order of the Chief Justice
in payment of the expenses of the examination, and for no other purpose.
That is to say: costs of necessary printing and stationery; necessary jani
tor or messenger service; necessary hall rent, postage and express charges
and other necessary expenses ; to each member of the Standing Committee
hi s necessary traveling expenses actually incurred in the work of the
Committee and such compensation as the Court may fro1n time to time
deterinine; to the Clerk $1.00 for each certificate of admission or dupli
cate certificate of admissio111 issued by him and also $1.00 for each certi
ficate of registration filed by him under this rule. $1.00 will be charged
for each duplicate certificate.
If the fund s are not sufficient, such pro rata dis.tribution shall be made
as the funds will warrant. (As amended March 15, 1934. Effective Jane
I, 1934.)
SECTION 17. The following form must be used for the certificate by
a preceptor, mentioned in Section 10-12, of this rule.
To THE SuPREME CouRT OF OHIO:
I HEREBY CERTIFY, That I am an attorney engaged in active practice
of law, and that I have acted as the preceptor and instructor of_ ________ _
------------------------------------------, an applicant for admission
to the bar examination, for the period of_ ________________ calendar years,
___ _________ months, from ______ ______ __ , 19___ to-------------~· 19___ ,
I further certify that said applicant is a citizen of the United States and
of the State of Ohio; that he has resided in said state for one year last
past; that he is over 21 years of age; of good moral charaoter; that he
has regularly and attentively studied law under my tutorage for the entire
period of time above named, and that during said period I gave to said
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applicant not less than two hundred hours per year of actual legal ins.truc
tion; I further certify that said applicant has satisfactorily c.ompleted a
course of study in all the subjects enumerated in Section 3a of Rule XIV;
that I believe him to be a person of sufficient legal knowledge and ability
to discharge the duties of an Attorney and Counselor-at-law, and would
therefore recommend his admission to the bar.

Attorney-at-Law.
Dated at-------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------A. D., 19___ _
State of Ohio ___ __ _________ ___ ___________ County, ss:
-------------- ---------------- --, being duly sworn, says that he is
the attorney who signed the foregoing certificate, and that the facts
therein stated are true, as he verily believes.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence this __________ __ _
day oL __________________ _____________ A. D., 19___ _

Notary Public_ _________ ~- --------County , Ohio.

(Seal)

NoTE :-Blank forms for certificate and application should be obtained
from the Clerk. The above section as amended, was adopted January
15, 1924, and such certificate must be used for certifying any law stuay
after that date.
SECTION 18.

Repealed.

SECTION 19. Certificates of study given by schools known as corre
spondence law schools or by lawyers without the state, certifying that
the applicant has studied under their supervision within the State of Ohio,
do not satisfy the Ohio statute and the rules respecting study ordered by
the Supreme Court of Ohio, and such certificates will not be filed or in
any way recognized.
ADMISSIO

WITHOUT EXAMINATION

SECTION 20. An applicant fo r admission to the bar of Ohio without
examination, under Section 1703, General Code, must file with the Clerk
the following credentials :
I. Certificate of admission as an attorney and counselor-at-law in
the highest Court of another state, upon a regular examination, after
three ( 3) years study of law, preceded by a general edHcation equal to the
1'eq11irements prescribed by this C011rt for applicants for admission to the
Bar examination in this state in effect at the date of m ch admission, w hich
general ed1tcation, law study and examination must be shown either by a
cer,tificate of the facts or by a requirement thereof in the statute of such
state. Provided, that if s1tch applicant shall s11bmit proof of ten years of
active practice of law this ammdment of the rnle shall not apply. (As
amended March 16, 1932.)
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2. Certificate from the Judge of the Court of Record in which the
applicant praoticed that he is of good moral character and that he has
been an active practitioner in good and regular standing, in the courts of
such state or in th e Supreme Cou rt of the U nited States for a peri od of
not less than five years immediately preceding his removal to the State of
Ohio. This certifi cate must be authenti cated by the Clerk of Courts
under seal.
3. Certificate of good moral character, and recommendation from
some attorney-at-law of this state, that the applicant be admitted to the
bar of Ohio.
4. The affidavit of the applicant that he is a citizen of the United
States, and that he is a resident of this state, or has come into the state
fo r the purpose of making it his permanent residence.

5. A q11estion11oire as required by Section 6 of this rule.
A fee of $25.00 must accompany the application.
IS, r934. )

(As a111 e11ded March

RULE RELATING TO FOREIGN ATTORNEYS
SJ::CTION
not members
assigned fo r
to the Cou rt

21. Attorneys-at-law residing without the state of Ohio,
of the bar of this state, who have been retained in any case
oral argument, may be heard therein upon being presented
by a member of the Bar of Ohio.
SEBA H. MILLER,

Columbus, Ohio,
July 1, 1935.

Clerk of Supreme Court.

The Cleveland Law School 1s a member of the League of Ohio
Law Schools.
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